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Some of the key events to date include:



International Day of Persons with Disabilities, 3 December 2020. Hosted
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sented at a special Zoom event, elaborating on its efforts to make digital
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communication accessible to all and highlighting how the digital divide is
a very real issue for disabled people.



dedication that ONSIDE staff demonstrated with participants during the
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three COVID lockdowns, the project held a staff appreciation day, bring-
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ing the project board and staff together via Zoom to say thank you for
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Staff Appreciation Day, 2 February 2021. To acknowledge the care and

their huge effort.



Volunteers’ Week 2020, June 2021. To celebrate, ONSIDE ran a social media campaign ‘Unlocking the Internet in lockdown’ which gave volunteers
a platform to tell their stories of volunteering.

For a copy of the full report click HERE
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“It was boost to my life! I enjoyed talking to people and doing things I have
never done before. I looked forward to it each week.”
“I feel much more independent in using the tablet and would be more open to
joining other online groups. I would never have thought about joining a reading group before but I think I would enjoy it!”
Participant Statements

